CASE STUDY: Power Apps

APPLICATION TRACKS COMPETENCY CERTIFICATIONS OF FIRSTLINE
WORKERS IN ENERGY INDUSTRY
Founded in 1980 in Texas, this global energy industry leader

information and made creating a universal process across

innovates technology and tools for reliable and accurate

worldwide work locations impossible.

drilling, surveying, and wellbore placement, operating in over
50 countries and in almost every energy market across the
world. They have created technologically advanced equipment
with automated steering guides inside machines which gather
real-time measurements and data. Each machine has specific
handling requirements that must be learned before using the
equipment. Every firstline worker handling machinery at the
company is required to attend trainings to earn competency
certifications in order to be licensed to handle the machinery
and remain safe in the field.

SOLUTION:
As a first step to improving the user experience, Catapult
migrated this solution from SharePoint On-Premises to
SharePoint Online, in order to take advantage of the Microsoft
Power Platform to build an intuitive user interface with
Power Apps. By leveraging the Client’s existing Office 365
subscription, Catapult was able to build a more automated
and performant solution without additional licensing costs.
Catapult created forms and menus to improve the user

CHALLENGE:
The energy services company had built a learning and
development program in SharePoint that was inadequate to
managing their firstline workers’ career paths. The training
program provided courses for field workers to prove proficiency
and gain specialized skillsets that allow them opportunities for
promotions. The customer created lists within SharePoint OnPremises to group field workers by teams, skillsets and different

experience that were lightweight enough to meet performance
requirements. Users can now access the solution at their
workstations or mobile devices to register for the proper
courses, anticipate classes they need, and understand where
they are in their learning trajectory. Administrators have
dashboards that make it less taxing to validate if someone
performed a skillset for the required number of hours to move
forward to the next course.

training paths. Users often faced performance issues when

Power Automate decreased manual tasks such as scheduling

using the solution such as speed to post available classes and

class requests. Email notifications for approval of courses

accessibility to register for classes. The collection of attendee

and automated processes to register for classes reduced the

data was also tedious, requiring paper forms and phone calls

amount of time administrators and trainers had to spend in

to track down completed trainings for certifications. Some

the system. Built-in logic and validations ensured employees

information had to be manually entered into spreadsheets

advanced along the right path with minimal human

which created room for human error, lack of real-time

intervention.
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RESULTS:
The company has an obligation to protect their firstline
employees at jobsites by ensuring that they only interact with
equipment they are trained to use and follow occupational
safety compliance measures. The new competency program
application has transformed the company’s learning and
development program to advance their firstline workers
proficiency and career paths with the following outcomes:
•

Uniform user interfaces for PC or mobile devices improves
user access, and increasing employee engagement

•

Improved system reporting capability to oversee
competency program and employee growth

•

Saved time by decreasing manual entry of training
data with automation

•

Increased data accuracy of competency and
compliance levels

•

Faster application performance for reporting and
employee access
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